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Executive Summary:  
 
Coho populations in Open Bay Creek have been well below  proportionate 
numbers found in neighbouring streams on Quadra Island, this in spite of the 
creek’s outwardly healthy stream habitat and abundant year round supplies of 
cool water. An initial overview watershed assessment (L. Bowles, January 2007) 
identified abnormally high amounts of sediment in the stream, particularly in the 
upper watershed area, where the creek’s coho stock prefers to spawn. The four 
headwater tributaries of Open Bay Creek were identified as prime contributors of 
sediment to the mainstem. This second study focuses upon the four tributaries in 
order to identify the sources of sediment injected into the system. During the 
course of field investigations it was determined that the primary factor relative to 
sedimentation in the watershed is the elevated peak flows that have occured 
during the last several years. Eleven remedial actions are identified in this report. 
They address both the reduction of volume and the timing of peak flows and, as 
well, the control of erosion sites located instream and within the neighbouring 
riparian zone. 
 
I. Introduction 
 
Open Bay Creek has been a system of concern to the Quadra Island Salmon 
Enhancement Society (QISES) for many years due to its apparent abnormally 
low numbers of coho salmon. The creek’s coho population estimates are lower 
than almost all other creeks on Quadra Island, this to spite its outwardly healthy 
looking habitat conditions and consistent summer supply of cool water. Local 
concerns for fish production in the creek were even further accentuated during 
the early winter of 2006 when a large alluvial fan appeared in the upper reaches 
of Open Bay Creek mainstem shortly after a severe November rainfall.  
 
An overview watershed was commissioned just a few months after the alluvial 
fan formation was discovered and was conducted by this author, on behalf of  
QISES. That study found that the creek suffers from chronic injections of fine 
sediments, originating primarily from the upper tributaries of the system. The 
large amounts of fine gravel and sand clog the pores in the stream bed gravels in 
the upper system’s coho spawning areas, blocking interstitial water flow (with its 
associated oxygen flow) and thus limiting the success of egg hatch and coho fry 
emergence from the gravels.   The report contained six recommendations, chief 
amongst them was the need for a through inventory of point sources of sediment 
generation in the upper reaches of Open Bay Creek and its tributaries. 
 
This subsequent report, A Restoration Plan for the Open Bay Creek Watershed, 
Quadra Island, BC has been funded by TimberWest Forest Corp. through their 
Forest Investment Account (FIA) Program (Madronne Environmental Services 
Ltd. acting as contract administrator). As with the previous January 2007 report, 
Open Bay Creek Watershed Assessment, this report has been guided by the 
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practises outlined in the FIA Activity Standards Document, Restoration & 
Rehabilitation Component, Aquatic Activity Area. Although the document focuses 
upon fish habitat assessment and rehabilitation, it also mandates diagnosis and 
repair of “impaired habitat-forming watershed processes” (pg.3). It does not 
mandate the preparation of specific remedial prescriptions for watershed issues 
located either upstream beyond the designated “fish bearing” areas (beyond S4) 
or, upslope, beyond the fish bearing riparian management zone, RMA, (30m, S4; 
20m, S6). However, the concept of watershed management stresses the 
connectivity of the processes within the basin and relevant to this study, the 
downstream impacts of flow and sediment issues originating in the headwater 
catchment areas (S6) upon the critical fish bearing sites in the S4 zones, requires 
that they be addressed as part of the solution to habitat restoration issues in the 
fish bearing areas. This concept is supported in the Watershed Restoration 
Technical Circular No. 6 (P6) wherein it is stated that, “Issues such as the need 
to stabilize upstream channels, general biodiversity protection, and protection of 
endangered wildlife species may result in the exceptions to our recommended 
focus, but these should only be undertaken upon the specific direction of the 
contracting agency.” This statement references working beyond the fish bearing 
zones in order to address downstream issues. 
 
This second report ,then, according to the FIA contract and subsequent 
agreements, as well as the referenced Standards Document under which it is 
mandated, is to develop a watershed restoration plan for the Open Bay Creek 
watershed (Maps 1 & 2 ), and is focused upon the upper watershed, that is, the 
mainstem and its the headwater tributaries that lay upstream of the primary coho 
(Oncorhynchus kisutch) spawning area (Map 3). After discussions with Madronne 
Environmental Services Ltd., the contracting agency for the study, it was agreed 
that the study encompass the S6 headwater catchment areas upstream of the 
fish bearing zones. However it was also agreed that resulting remediation 
strategies be limited to the RMA zones of these areas. A subsequent report will 
be required in order to address any remediation requirements located upslope of 
the riparian management areas. 
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II. Soils and Topography 
 
The four tributaries of study lie on easterly orientated slopes adjacent to Quadra 
Island’s highest peak, Mt. Seymour (600m). Beginning at the mainstem (elev. 
80m) the slopes in the area of the tributaries typically rise quickly to 
approximately 360m with only occasional benches breaking slopes of 15 to 
>25%.  
 
Soil survey data (Guthrie and Penner. 1993)  indicate the soils within the study 
area are a mix of: a) deep moraine deposits containing thick layers (>1m) of 
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colluvium and perched glacio-fluvial sediments and, b) fluvial sediments, that is, 
fine to coarse sand and gravel deposits reworked by post glacial fluvial activity. 
These sediments and the associated  sandy loam soils drain well and  rapidly. 
Also, being unconsolidated, they are highly prone to water borne transport.  
 
Field investigations, conducted as part of this study, also identified a layer of 
cemented silt, sand and clay laying approximately 0.5 to 1.0m beneath the soil 
surface. The belt predominately follows the cross slope axis of the areas 
transversed by Tributaries 2, 3 and 4,  between Open Bay Main and the upslope 
Granite Bay Road. This clay-like lens is associated with several of the erosion 
sites later discussed in this report. Initial site tests indicated that this soil maybe 
highly “plastic” and be subsequently highly prone to slope failure when saturated. 
Soil samples were taken from two erosion sites, one on Tributary 3 and the other 
on Tributary 4 and sent for soil analysis. The analyses indicated that both 
samples were low in plasticity, being predominately sand, silt and gravel with 9 
and 18% clay respectively (Appendix 1). The clay in these soils acts as an 
adhesive making these soils are relatively stable, but they will erode. The clay 
particulate then becomes of concern since, once suspended in the water column, 
deposition of the clay only occurs after prolonged periods in still water. 
 
 
III. Human Impacts  
 
Three all weather roads transect the area – Surge Narrows (Village Bay Lakes 
Rd.), Open Bay Main and Granite Bay. 
 
Virtually all of the study area has been logged beginning with the lower elevation 
areas peripheral to Open Bay Main, then progressing upslope to the Granite Bay 
Road in the early 1930s and, above the Granite Bay Road in the 1950s and 
1960s. Remnant haul roads, train beds and skid trails are found throughout the 
area. 
 
There is no other apparent present or historical industrial activity in the study 
area and no residential development. 
 
Recreational activity is limited to occasional ATV use of deactivated roads, 
hunting and fall mushroom picking. 
 
IV. Assessment Process 
 
Each of the four tributaries (named 1 to 4, with 1 being the most easterly) and, in 
turn, their tributaries, were walked from the confluences with the mainstem 
upstream to a point where the stream bed was consistently bedrock and the 
estimated peak season overland flow was considered to be minimal relative to 
paek flow, erosion creation and sediment transport. Slope, channel, bed, and 
general riparian conditions were recorded at regular intervals, generally every 
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50m. Erosion sites and sources of erosion were identified, assessed, measured, 
and recorded  (Appendix 2). Finally winter flow conditions, which relate to 
potential increased downstream erosion, were subjectively evaluated.  
 
For discussion purposes, each tributary was further defined as section A, B or C 
with A being the portion of the tributary from the Open Bay Creek mainstem 
upstream to the Open Bay Main haul road, B being the section between Open 
Bay Main and the upstream Granite Bay Road crossing and C, being that portion 
upstream of the Granite Bay Rd (Refer to Map 3). 
 
V. Observations by Tributary 
 
 V a). Tributary 1 
 
 Tributary 1, Segment A (178m in length) 
 
The irregular wandering stream bed (Kellerhals et al. 1976) is generally a mix of 
cobble, coarse gravel and fines with fines increasing from 10 to 20% content 
progressing downstream from Open Bay Main. Slopes range from 2 to 5%. 
Although the flow during the inspection period (Aug. 2007) was intermittent, the 
banks displayed signs of light to sporadically moderate erosion occurring during 
the high water periods. Two small large woody debris (LWD) jams were identified 
but displayed little sign of causing erosion or flooding. 
 
The last 23m of the bed, prior to the confluence with Open Bay Creek, appears to 
have potential as a coho spawning site. The site averages 1.5m in width and is 
dominated by gravel, coarse gravel and small cobble. However, interstitial fines 
content in the gravel is estimated at 20%, making the gravels moderately 
embedded and therefore moderately prone to oxygen starvation for incubating 
eggs. At least 1 redd was identified during November, 2007. However, given that 
coho generally require approximately 11.7 sqm for redd and inter-redd space 
(Sandercock. 1991) the potential opportunity for increasing spawning capacity 
within this area is limited. 
 
However, Open Bay Creek, downstream of the confluence with Tributary 1, 
contains several 1.0-1.5 sqm pockets of 0.75-5cm gravel transported from the 
tributary. Also, several dozen coho fry were observed in the nearby in the 
mainstem. Assuming these fry are the product of eggs laid in the gravels in this 
vicinity, it is likely the impact of the fines is not totally negating local production, 
only reducing it. 
 
Steps, LWD blockages and lack of suitable gravels upstream from the first 23m 
spawning site largely negate opportunities for additional coho spawning. 
 
No sites were identified as requiring bank stabilization. The 70-80 year old 
fir/hemlock forest is intact. 
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Tributary 1, Segment B (750m in length) 
 
The upper 650m of the stream bed (downstream of Granite Bay Rd.) lays within 
a deep (12m avg.), steeply sided (40-70%) gully (avg. 35m wide). The sinuously-
shaped (Kellerhals et al. 1976) bed transforms from a mix of cobble, coarse 
gravel and fines with 10% fines near Open Bay Main to predominately coarse 
gravel and boulder within 70m of the haul road. Slopes range from 6 to 23% with 
several benches and steps. Fines accumulations were noted generally at step 
sites and averaged 10-20% of the surface aggregate composition at most of 
these sites. Bank development at the bankfull width is largely undefined due to 
the general boulder and outcrop nature of the stream bed and peripheral steep 
slopes. Therefore erosion near the normal stream edge is minimal.  
 
There are, however, three sites where erosion issues were noted: 
1. The first begins approximately 70m upstream of Open Bay Main and extends 

upstream for another 50m. A gravel pit is located on the south side of the 
gully and clearing for the pit resulted in the retention of a narrow buffer, 
substantially less than 30m. Virtually all of the trees (50-60 year) at this site 
are wind-thrown (south-easterly winds) down into and across the stream. The 
bank is destabilizing at several sites due to the fall away of the rootballs. 

2. The second is 400m above Open Bay Main. The base of the gulley is 
undercut on both the sides due to flow diversion from jammed LWD. The 
soils are compacted clay/sand but interspersed with unstable colluvial 
sand/gravels. 

3. The third is 490m above Open Bay Main. A clay/till lens is exposed along the 
north side of the gulley. The active erosion site is 6m in length and1-2m in 
height and, during peak flows, is contributing sediment to the stream. Bank 
slope is 35% and 5m high. 

 
A final area of concern is located on the south side of the gulley, between 300 
and 450m above Open Bay Main. The site is flagged with falling boundary tape 
that follows the “break edge” of the 60-65% sloped gulley. With no buffer above 
the break edge the standing trees below, on the gulley side, will be extremely 
prone to wind fall. This cut line must be pulled back sufficiently in order to buffer 
the standing timber at and over the break edge. 

 
Tributary 1, Segment C (300m assessed) 
 
Segment C is series of “steps and benches” without the gulley formation evident 
in Segment B. The sinuous bed above Granite Bay Road begins as rock, coarse 
gravel and limited pockets of fines collection on slopes of 10% , but quickly 
changes to rock outcrop, broken rock and coarse gravel as slopes increase to 18 
to > 20% on the steps. Slope minimizes fines accumulation. 
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No erosion issues were observed due largely to diminished higher elevation 
flows and a stable rock bed. 
 
V b). Tributary 2 
 
 Segment A (285m in length) 
 
The 30m section of Open Bay Creek immediately downstream of the confluence 
with Tributary 2 contains large accumulations of fines in the form of 6-8 sqm 
gravel/sand bars indicating substantial sediment influx. 
 
Stream bed character and composition in Segment A varies substantially from 
the confluence site with Open Bay Creek upstream to Open Bay Main.  
 
The lower 100m is typically meandering floodplain (slope 1%) with weakly formed 
banks, extensive signs of winter flooding and associated scattered fines 
deposition.  
 
Slopes in the midsection vary from 2-5%. The associated irregularly wandering 
bed contains thin layers of deposited gravel over a bed of moderately well 
compacted  till. There are defined 0.5m banks in this section, which due to their 
till nature, display active moderate to heavy degrees of erosion.  There is no 
indication of flooding beyond the bankfull margins. 20% of the midsection 
contains fines accumulations. 
 
The upper portion Of Segment A, to Open Bay Main is consistently steeper, 
averaging 5%. The sinuous bed is composed of rock, cobble and gravel with 10 – 
15% fines accumulation. Banks average 0.5 – 0.66m in height and display 
considerable signs of erosion and slumping due partially to rates of peak flow 
and the meandering nature of the stream course. Practically, little can be done to 
control erosion and subsequent sedimentation. 
 
Segment B (491m in length) 
 
This segment is steep in slope throughout (avg. 20%, 7 – 32%) and is commonly 
step-pool and cascade in character. The till-composed banks are poorly defined, 
usually < 0.5m but regularly eroded. The bed in the  lower portion of the segment  
begins as coarse cobble and gravel but quickly changes upstream to boulder and 
cobble. The upper 200m is largely rock outcrop, boulder and rock. The entire 
segment is characterized by accumulations of fine sediments. Though no active 
slope erosion sites were identified the banks themselves are commonly eroding.  
 
A cutblock located between 138 and 305m on the north side of the stream has 
been logged up to and over the gulley breakedge limiting windfall damage and 
slope erosion of the sidewall to one small site. 
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Although the entire section contains sites of sediment deposition, there are no 
sites of significant erosion along the slopes uphill of the stream. 
 
Segment C (assessed to approximately 300m) 
 
Bed slopes are consistently steep, 18% and greater. The sinuous bed is 
composed of large steps and continues to be predominately composed of rock 
outcrop and boulder. Sediment collection is isolated to occasional small pockets. 
Blow down is common throughout but little slope erosion due to the shallow 
organic layers of soil. 
 
Sediment derived from this stream are due to bed erosion, particularly from the 
recent extreme precipitation events of 2006 and 2007. 
 
V c). Tributary 3 
 
Segment A ( 132m in length) 
 
Tributary 3 empties into tributary 4 at tributary 4’s 140m mark, below Open Bay 
Main haul road. 
 
Slopes within this segment vary between 5 and 7% with the narrow stream bed 
(2m and less) commonly composed of cobble, coarse gravel with extensive 
pockets of fines accumulations. Stream banks are incised 0.5 to 1.4m deep and 
commonly exhibit signs of recent and active erosion.  
 
Segment B ( 587m in length) 
 
The lower 250m of tributary 3 pass through an erosion prone soil profile of loose 
unconsolidated sand/gravel till. Bed slopes of 5 to 8% generate stream energy 
sufficient to erode the stream bed 0.6 to 1m into these soils, transporting large 
amounts of fine sediment downstream. Cut blocks, with 30 setbacks, are sited on 
both sides of the stream with a considerable amount of windfall down the 
adjacent slopes. However, the sidewall slopes are > 50% and the torn out 
rootballls have not destabilized the slopes.  
 
By 300m the sidewalls have steepened (35%+) and deepened (>20m). Bed 
slopes average 20%. At 317m a large actively eroding bank of cemented 
silt/sand/clay occurs (east slope), extending another 18m upstream. The tributary 
is deflected by instream boulders and LWD to the foot of the slope, encouraging 
sloughing and transporting the subsequent  fallen materials. An area extending 8 
to 10m upslope is destabilized and increasing in extent as the base of the slope 
is washed away. Due to the apparent high content of clay and concern relative to 
subsequent “plastic” slope conditions, soil samples were sent for analysis 
(Appendix 2). 
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Photo: V c). Tributary 3, Segment B, +317-334m 
 
 

 
 
Further upstream, at 385m, north slope, is a similar site, with similar soil 
characteristics, and stream erosion scenario. This site appears to have been 
created within, at the most,  the past few years and thus is smaller in extent 
being 7m wide and 5 to 6m in height. 
 
In both cases the sidewalls peripheral to the erosion sites are intact, naturally 
vegetated, with no recent human-induced activity in the area encouraging the site 
destabilization. 
 
Beginning at 400 m and extending another 150m upstream,  the eastern 
boundary of cutblock 12N7 abuts  the west gulley slope (slope 58-70%) of 
tributary 3. Clearing has been to the break edge with several trees windthrown 
onto the sidewall. Fir and hemlock on the slopes below have been exposed to 
the gusting winds common throughout this watershed and many have been 
uprooted, subsequently falling downhill, tearing open the steeply-sloped 
sidewalls and exposing the subsurface unconsolidated till soils to incremental 
sloughing and water erosion. The stream itself is strewn with windfall laying 
aerially across the bed. 
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 Photos: Vc). Tributary 3, Segment B, +430-480m 
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At 950m, the cutblock ends and the topography changes to bedrock 
outcroppings, with the disappearance of the gulley and bed slopes decreasing to 
12%. The balance of Tributary 3, to the Granite Bay Road (@ 719m) is cascade-
like with a bed of rock outcrop, rock, cobble, gravel, and only sporadic 
accumulations of fines. Stream banks are poorly developed (due to extrusions of 
bedrock) and rarely exceed 0.5m in depth. Soils are predominately organic 
humus soils associated with mature forests, approximately 70-80 years of age. 
 
Granite Bay Road is located at 1140m. During January 2007, considerable 
sediment injection into Tributary 3 was noted from ditch runoff along the south 
side of the road. The ditch drains from approximately 350m from the west and 
130m from the east. 
 
Segment C ( 100m assessed) 
 
Upstream of the Granite Bay Rd, Tributary 3 is sinuous in nature, composed of a 
series of steps and benches with the stream heavily laden with LWD, both 
windfall and remnants from earlier logging. Bed slopes average 8% and pass 
through till with minor bed erosion occurring. The tributary branches several 
times on the benches quickly becoming unidentifiable within the windfall. 
 
 
V d). Tributary 4 
 
Section A (500m in length) 
 
The confluence of Tributary 4 and the Open Bay Creek mainstem is also the site 
of an alluvial fan, approximately 40x45m square, formed during the winter of 
2006 -  2007. The fan reflects the instability of the soils on the upper slopes and 
particularly the lower stream bed, below the Open Bay Main road, combined with 
high winter flow rates. 
 
The lower 140m of Tributary 4, from the confluence with Open Bay Creek 
upstream to the confluence with Tributary 3, is irregularly wandering in nature 
with a low bed slope (2-3.5%) and stream banks varying from <0.25m to 1.3m. 
The bed is commonly cobble coarse gravel and extensive fines. Erosion is 
moderate and confined to the stream banks. 
 
The mid-section, from 150-400m, has greater slope (3.5-7%) and with it a 
deeper, more incised stream bed displaying significant and recent erosion 
(primarily depth). The 1.5 bed is primarily cobble, mixed with 20-30% fines. 
 
The upper section, to Open Bay Main, is situated on moderating slopes (2-4%). 
The corresponding wandering bed is less defined averaging only 0.5m and 
showing much less sign of erosion. Bed materials are cobble, gravel and 20% 
fines. 
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There is no sign of erosion other than within the bankfull area, other than a minor 
flood plain located at the 150m mark, where the stream bank diminished to near 
zero and flooding occurred during last winter’s peak flows. 
 
Section B (590m in length) 
 
The first 150m (500-650m) are located on moderate slopes of 5% increasing to 
14%. Soils are ungraded till, composed of large amounts of sand and coarse 
gravels. The stream is well defined, laying in a bed 0.5 to 1.0m deep, carved out 
of the till. Erosion is limited to within the bankfull mark.  
 
At 700m the stream begins to fall within a 35m deep gulley-like valley with bed 
slopes more consistently at 15%. The stream channel has eroded up to 1.5m 
deep in the loose till and is dominated by coarse gravel and fine accumulations. 
Cutblock 12N7 is located to the south of the gulley slope (50-70%) and has been 
cleared to the break edge (the riparian buffer being the sidewall slope). 
Widespread windfall is occurring down the eastern gulley slope to the stream 
edge. The result is widespread slope failure along a 100m stretch of the slope as 
the rootballs have torn open the loose till substrate, in places to and on both 
sides of the stream edge with considerable amounts of sediment being directly 
injected into the stream (Photos below). Cutblock 12N7A is also located on the 
north side of the valley with a setback apparently 30m beyond the break edge 
onto the bench area. From 800 to almost 940m the stream is buried beneath 
windfall from both sides of the gulley. 
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Photos: V d). Tributary 4, Segment B, +740 – 920m 
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Photos: V d). Tributary 4, Segment B, +740 – 920m (cond.) 
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Both cutblocks terminate near the tributary’s 960m mark  and at approximately 
the same point the substrate till layer dissipates to less than 0.5m, exposing a 
coarse  rock substrata within the stream bed. Bed composition is correspondingly 
rock, large cobble and gravel with the banks diminishing to less than 1m. Bed 
erosion is still extensive and active throughout the area as there appears to have 
been increased stream flows over the past 1-2 winters. The sinuously-shaped 
bed slopes rise to 17-25% and the valley deepens to gulley-like conditions with 
sidewall heights exceeding 50m over the next 250m to Granite Bay road (1140m 
mark). Gulley slope erosion is minimal. 
 
Section C ( 210m continuously assessed, then spot checked upstream for 
another 500m) 
 
Bed slopes vary between 15 to 18% over the first 75m above Granite Bay road 
with a 0.5m till layer overlaying a substrate of broken rock. The stream bed and 
banks are largely buried in LWD lodged in the stream since forest harvest in the 
early 1950s. A severe sidewall erosion site (3m high, 8m long) is located 
adjacent to and extending beneath the instream LWD just 40m above the road. 
Bank sloughing is occurring on the 50% slope. Substrate is the same cemented 
silt/sand/clay as was found at the large slope failure site on Tributary 3. 
 
From 1240 to 1300m the bed slope decreases to 5-8% with banks approximately 
0.66m deep. Bed composition is cobble, gravel and 50% fines, indicating a high 
sediment load being transported from upstream. The area also exhibits signs of 
recent and very high flows with eroded and widened banks.  
 
At 1300m a major tributary enters from the north, from rock outcrop with slopes 
exceeding 40%. There is little sign of upstream sediment transport. 
 
The mainstem of Tributary 4 enters a 1ha bog at 1340m. Water flowing from the 
bog appears to have been cleansed of sediment as there is no apparent gravel 
or fines in the bed as it outflows meets with the previously discussed drainage.  
 
However, from the point of intersection of these two streams, flow increases 
dramatically and with it immediate instream bed scour and subsequent bank 
erosion as the flow steps downstream. 
 
The mainstem, upstream of the bog, averages 12-15% in grade upstream for 
more than a kilometre, many places exceeding 30% grade. The sinuous bed is 
predominately bedrock and boulder with occasional broken rock and coarse 
gravel accumulations. Much of the stream’s sediment is transported downstream 
into the bog with occasional site specific deposits elsewhere in the upper 
reaches.  
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Tributary 4 & The Seymour Hiking Trail  
 
The upper portion of Tributary 4 passes both near or immediately parallel to an 
abandoned (not deactivated) forestry haul road which dates from approximately 
the1950s and used until the mid-1970s. Currently, the road functions as the 
lower portion of the Seymour Mtn. hiking trail (Map 3).  
 
The haul road passes over tributary 4, as the stream flows south from its 
headwater near the summit of Seymour Mtn., crossing over the stream 
approximately 850m above the Granite Bay Rd. However the wood culvert has 
been blocked by a debris plug on its upstream end resulting in the creek flowing 
directly onto and down the trail for 125m before draining off and back into the 
tributary creek bed. Over the ensuing 775m down to the Granite Bay Rd., 
additional water drainage from the side hills is intercepted, and collects on the 
trail, flowing downhill (trail avg. slope 16%) for several hundred meters at a time 
before flowing off the trail as torrent flow during heavy rainfall. Over the 900m of 
trail surveyed there are only 4 such sites where the channelized water is 
released off the trail to flow downhill to the stream. The net result of this situation 
is the rivulet type surface and subsurface flow descending the hills is intercepted 
on the trail and concentrated into significant surface flow. This enhanced flow is 
then discharged from the trail streaming into the tributary as free flow rather than 
being dispersed and flowing more slowly down the hill side slopes. Peak flows in 
the tributary are therefore increased and occur more quickly after the rain events, 
contributing to greater bed and bank erosion potential and subsequent sediment 
transport downstream.   
 
Compounding these factors is the scour occurring on the hiking trail bed itself, 
the result of torrent flows. Trenches up to 0.8m deep and 2m wide have been 
created over the past several years with the related sediment deposited in the 
headwaters areas of tributary 4. 
 
Clearly unnecessary flow issues are a concern in Segment C. 
 
 
VI. A Summary of Observations 
 
All four tributaries are similar in nature in that each begins as overland flow on 
bedrock ridges at the apex of the watershed. They flow distances varying from 
approximately 1.75km to less than 800m (Segments B&C, as discussed above) 
down slopes varying between >25% to less than 8% through channel bed strata 
transitioning from bedrock to cobble, lacustrine and till gravels and fines 
eventually down the to Open Bay Main haul road. Channel beds are largely 
defined and restricted by the streams’ deep incisions into the valley sides. The 
opportunity for channel morphological changes is therefore restricted in 
Segments B and C. Collection of in-channel sediments is limited to pockets, 
normally associated with restrictions created by instream LWD. All streams 
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contain evidence of the transfer of sediment up to cobble size in nature (100 – 
200mm). These flows are sufficient to transfer the majority of all finer material 
beyond Segments B and C, into the sections of the lower elevation Segment A. 
 
Issues of erosion in Segments B and C (discussed in more detail below) are 
associated with bed scour, bank undercutting and sediment transfer from 
upslope sites of windthrow disturbance. 
 
Of greatest concern are flow rates and the timing of peak flow events in 
Tributaries 3 and 4. The alluvial fan created at the confluence of the co-joined 
tributaries and the OBC mainstem during the winter of 2006/07 indicates a recent 
increase in volume of flow over historical levels. Field inspections attribute this 
increase to a number of factors that result in a cascading effect downstream. 
These include: interception and concentration of overland flow on the Seymour 
hiking trail, collection and instream deposit of flow from Granite Bay Road, 
enhanced runoff from the TimberWest cutblocks and associated new road 
network located between the Granite Bay and Open Bay Main roads, and, finally, 
the significant rain events of the past two years ( 25.4cm rain Nov 12-20, plus 
>40cm snow Nov 24-30, 2006) (20.8cm rain Sept 29- Oct 7, 2007). The 
increased collection of water volume attributable to these factors is further 
compounded by the likely reduced timing between the rain events and 
subsequent peak flows. More collected surface water is being channelled into the 
streams more quickly as a result of the aforementioned routing conditions, thus 
leading to even greater potential for increased flow volumes and subsequent 
erosion. 
 
The lower portions of Tributaries 2 - 4, Segment A of each, are similar again in 
nature. Channels transform from straight on the steepest slopes to sinuous and 
occasionally irregular meandering (Kellerhals et al.) on slope benches to 
predominately irregular meandering in Segment A. Once the tributaries cross 
under Open Bay Main the stream beds enter upon slopes that vary from a 
maximum of 7% to 1%, adjacent to Open Bay Creek. These are areas of 
combined active erosion and deposition, alternating with local variations in slope. 
All three tributaries contain sites where the peak flows of the 2006 rain/snow 
event broke out the banks, flooding the adjoining riparian forest with small 
cobble, gravel and fines. None of the sites display sediment evidence of previous 
breaches.  
 
Open Bay Creek, in the vicinity of the confluences of all four tributaries, contains  
“frequent regular” sediment islands (Kellerhals et al.).  
 
In summary, the stream channels of all four tributaries are stable, in that there is 
little sign of channel avulsion in any of the four. However, field indications 
indicate that both flow and sediment transport increases sequentially from 
Tributary 1 to 4, with additional increases in all tributaries within the past two 
years.  
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Remediation within the upper portion of this watershed must therefore focus 
primarily upon diminishing the both the amount and timing of peak discharge. By 
doing so, related sediment transport to Open Bay Creek will be correspondingly  
reduced.  
 
 
VII. Precipitation Characteristics of the Open Bay Watershed 
 
It is crucial to understand the volume and timing of peak discharge prior to the 
design of watershed remedial projects. As discussed in the previous section,  
tributaries 3 and 4 have been identified as the portion of this watershed study 
where the greatest evidence of flow issues, stream bed/bank erosion and 
subsequent sediment transfer are occurring. As importantly, these tributaries 
enter Open Bay Creek immediately above the primary coho spawning area. 
Control of sediment flow from these tributaries would therefore have the greatest 
benefits to coho production in this system.   
 
VII. a) Precipitation Characteristics Within the Study Region 
 
Typical of southern coastal environments, the highest monthly accumulations of 
precipitation in the watershed normally occur in November, tapering off 
progressively through December to March and quickly accelerating once again 
through mid-September and October. Snow accumulations normally comprise 
less than 8% of the total local annual precipitation (Environment Canada 
Campbell River Airport climate “normals” data). Snow pack and its associated 
residual contributions to spring runoff are therefore not a local issue. Peak flows 
are related more directly to each storm (rain) event, or group of events.  
 
The ensuing discussions will therefore consider precipitation to be equated to 
rainfall and are based upon Environment Canada climate information from two 
stations, Heriot Bay SE and Campbell River A (airport). The Heriot Bay site is 
located ocean side, 5.5 km from the study area on Quadra Island while the 
Campbell River station is located some 22 km distant. However the airport site is 
similar in distance inland and elevation (105.5 m)  to the study area.  
 
The Heriot Bay site is located near the study area and therefore provides 
proximal insight into the frequency and magnitude of local storm events, but the 
data is only collected on a twice-daily basis (not hourly) thus limiting the 
opportunity to develop a reasonable understanding of peak flow. Additionally, the 
data has only been collected for 16 years. The Campbell River data extends 
back more 42 years thus providing a greater, though not complete, insight into 
precipitation patterns. The Campbell River station also has additional support 
data available for precipitation characteristics such as hourly rates of precipitation 
and Intensity/Duration/ Frequency Curves. 
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In order to appraise the applicability of utilizing the Campbell River data to 
assess conditions in the Open Bay watershed, daily storm frequency/duration 
data was reviewed utilizing the 16 years of Heriot Bay precipitation data and the 
associated data set from the Campbell River station. By doing so we compare 
local storm* information (5km distant) to a site more distant (22km) but a more 
distant site with more extensive data (hourly). Comparisons were restricted to 
March 2005 back to 1991 since daily accumulations records are not yet available 
online for the Campbell River station from March 2005 to present. Data was 
gathered from October to March, the 6 wettest months of the year. Appendix 3  
presents the findings. Event total average appears to be 18.1% higher at the 
Quadra station (avg. – 86.14 vs 72.89 mm) with the variability of the amounts 
very similar to one another (std. dev. – 28.24 vs 29.61). Although Campbell River 
storm data indicates a lower average degree of precipitation, the differences 
appear consistent and have therefore been used to develop flow rates for 
tributaries 3 and 4. 
 
As an aside, although the Quadra data is limited in its duration of collection an 
interesting trend appears to be developing. The intensity and frequency of storm 
events appear to be increasing. Table 1 & Graph 1 demonstrate a consistent 
increase in the 5 year groupings of storm event average accumulations. 
 
Table 1. Storm Event Precipitation Totals, 5 Year Increments. Heriot Bay. 
 
 
 

2007-
2003 

Mean 
Storm 
Amount 96.31mm

  St. Dev. 26.04
      

2002-
1998 

Mean 
Storm 
Amount 64.75mm

  St. Dev. 26.05
      

1997-
1993 

Mean 
Storm 
Amount 58.21mm

  St. Dev. 45.16
  

 
 
 
*storm, storm event – an episode of continuous rainfall which may exceed 24hrs in duration, but 
with one of the 24hr periods exceeding 45 mm in total accumulation. Each event is separated 
from other events by at least 72 hrs. 
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Graph 1. Total accumulation of each storm event of the past 15 years against  
               time, back to1993 (Heriot Bay). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The trend, however apparent it appears here is hypothetic, as it is based upon 
data derived from too short a time span. 
 
VII. b) Peak Discharge Within Tributaries 3 and 4 
 
Due to the lack of available hydrological data for the Open Bay Watershed, the 
Rational Method was utilized to estimate peak flow in tributaries 3 and 4. The 
methodology is commonly used for storm water (culvert) design but it is also 
widely used for smaller rural forested areas.  
 
Rational Method Formula:  Q=ciA 
 
where: Q= Peak discharge, cms  
             c= Rational method runoff coefficient 
              i= Rainfall intensity, mm 
             A= Drainage area, ha. 
 
Rainfall intensity had to be calculated from 18 years of hourly precipitation 
data,1982 – 2000, for Campbell River Station A as this is the longest and most 
recent time span data set available from Environment Canada for Campbell 
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River. The resulting rates were then adjusted 18% downward in order to 
compensate for the apparent variation in precipitation data sets (Heriot Bay SE 
vs. Campbell River A). 
 
Peak discharge, based upon 10 year event was calculated to be 0.12cms for 
tributary 3 and 0.22cms for tributary 4.  
 
 
VIII. Remediation Prescriptions 
 
As discussed earlier in this report, the mandate of this report’s guiding FIA 
Standards Document is upon developing restoration treatments that pertain to 
fish-bearing channel amendments and associated bank protection. Therefore, 
the prescriptions contained in Section VIII deal with instream and bank-side 
issues and/or riparian management zone issues where there is a direct physical 
link to the stream. Because of the immediate connectivity of flow and erosion 
issues between non-fish and fish bearing portions of each tributary, the entire 
tributary is being considered for remediation under this study. 
 
The 11 remedial actions recommended below are listed in an order of overall 
priority for address. 
 
In addition to the riparian management zone and this report’s remediation 
discussions, there are 3 unaddressed bank slope erosion sites on tributaries 3 
and 4. Rootballs of wind thrown trees have torn open the unstable gravel/sand till 
soils on steep slopes creating slope sloughing and possible future sediment 
contribution to the tributaries (Refer to Photos V.c) Tributary 3). Simple 
bioengineering strategies could provide expedient and low cost remedial 
solutions. 
 
VIII. a) Detailed Stream, Bank and Riparian Prescriptions 
 
VIII.a) i Stabilization of the alluvial fan (or sediment wedge) - confluence of  
              Open Bay Creek & Tributary 4 
 
The objective of remediation activities at this site is to stabilize the gravels and 
fines that entered the OBC mainstem early in the winter of 2006. Although this 
type of work is normally considered secondary to flow and sediment control 
works upstream, an equal priority is being placed upon works at this site due to 
the likelihood of further impacts to the already marginal downstream spawning 
conditions.  
 
Site Location: E 339337.46, N 55560381.48, - junction of Tributary 4 and the 
OBC mainstem, approximately 740m upstream of the Village Bay Lakes Rd. 
crossing. 
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Site Description: The site is typical of an alluvial fan. Sediment (cobble, 14-16cm, 
to sand) enters the floodplain from Tributary 4 to the west, spreading east and 
south into the OBC mainstem, with depths varying up to 0.75m. The aerial extent 
of the mass is approximately 35x45m, dissipating to the south end into sedge-
covered beaver pond flats. The site is interspersed with young 6-8m tall alder 
(see below).  
 
North Portion of Alluvial Fan Site (background) - Jan. 2007 
 

 
 
 

Remediation Action #1  Scour Management.  
 
Waters entering upon the site flow diagonally across the area (see above). With 
future storm events more sediments will be deposited both across the area and, 
more importantly, be scoured from the site and injected into the OBC mainstem. 
 
Recommendation: Two 10-12m deflector logs, minimum 0.33m diam., should be 
placed diagonally perpendicular to the present flow, across the fan (Figure 1). By 
doing so, flow will be directed away from the main body of sediment and directly 
into Open Bay Creek, thus reducing the potential for sediment scour in the fan 
and subsequent transport downstream. The second (downstream) log will act as 
a back-up if the first deflector fails. Appropriate fir windfall, 0.4-0.5m diam., is 
available onsite. The logs are to be secured to rooted alder utilizing 5/16 galv. 
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cable. Within 1-2 years the logs are expected to be further anchored into the fan 
by gravel infill. Appendix 4 provides X-Section profiles of the project area. 
 
Figure 1. Alluvial Fan Log Placement 
 

 
 
Manpower, Equipment 
         & Costs                 1. On-site Professional ($50.00/hr) – 6hrs & 1worker  
                                           ($24.00/hr)  - 6hrs,  $444.00                                 
                                                          
                                       2. Equipment - chain saw winch, straps etc ($12.00/hr);        
                                                               5/16 galv cable; clamps ($25.00) - $97.00 
 
                                       Total Cost - $541.00      
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Remediation Action #2  Stabilizing the fan area through the enhancement of  
                                         root mass.  
Upon first inspection of the site in January 2007, the sediments were barren of 
surficial vegetative cover, other than standing alder on the northern half of the 
site (see below).  
 
South Portion of Alluvial Fan Site - Jan. 2007 
 

 
 

However by late July 2007 sedge (Carex), skunk cabbage (Lysichiton) and 
horsetail (Equisetum) had re-established over approximately 40% of the southern 
portion of the  site.  
 
Recommendation: The planting of willow (Salix spp.) cuttings, 2 per sqm,  is 
recommended over the southern portion (area 500 sqm) of the fan in order to 
provide deep rooted stability to the freshly laid gravels. Willow to be collected on 
Vancouver Island, near Campbell River.  
 
Manpower, Equipment 
         & Costs                 1. On-site Professional($50.00/hr) 16 hrs - $800 &   
                                           1 worker ($22.00/hr) 8hrs  ($176.00) 
                                       2. Equipment supplied. 
 
                                       Total Cost - $976.00 
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Remediation Action # 3  Stabilization of the beaver dam, 70m downstream of  
                                          the alluvial fan. 
 
The beaver dam and the associated backwater area downstream of the alluvial 
fan acts as a filter for suspended sediment during most flow periods except peak 
events, when the creek overtops the structure. Such dams are typically 
maintained by beavers until available food supplies are depleted, then they move 
on to new habitat. The dam then begins to decay and the stream gradually 
breaches and removes the structure.  
 
Recommendation: It is recommended that the upstream  side of the dam be lined 
with a medium weight (6oz) geotextile fabric, reinforced with vertically driven 
rebar every 2m. Total distance is approximately 40m. By the time the dam is no 
longer being maintained by beavers sufficient sediment and debris should have 
built up on the fabric to create binding agent with the dam structure, 
strengthening the structure for many extra years of service. 
 
Manpower, Equipment 
         & Costs                1. Geotextile fabric & rebar  $425.00 
                                      2. On-site professional ($50.00/hr) 8hrs - $400.00; 
                                          2 workers ($22.00/hr) 8hrs ea. - $352.00 
                                      3. Equipment – supplied. 
 
                                      Total Cost - $777.00  
 
 
VIII.a) ii  Storm flow control on the lower portion of the Seymour Mtn. hiking  
                 trail, an abandoned forest harvest road.      
                       
As discussed in Section V, the lower portion of the Seymour Mtn. hiking trail, 
from the Granite Bay Rd. (338369.943E, 5560649.984N) up the trail for 900m, is 
acting as a barrier to normal down slope surface and subsurface flow. During 
storm events, water collects on the haul road (hiking trail) and travels up to 
several hundred meters down the 15-25% grades, before flowing off the road 
onto the side hills as torrent flow. The road, abandoned in the late 1970s was 
never deactivated, therefore no cross ditch installation. The upper portion of 
tributary 4 parallels the road along much of this section such that the torrent flows 
reach the tributary with little dissipation in energy and total flow.  
  
Compounding the problem at the 825m mark of the road is a blocked wood 
culvert where the tributary passes under the road. Again during storm events, the 
majority of the tributary flow is forced onto the road where it flows downhill for 
250m, scouring sediment off the road bed as it travels, then flowing off the side 
grade back into the tributary, some 20m from the road allowance.  
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The uncontrolled flows off the road are a major contributor to the enhanced  peak 
flows of tributary 4 in recent years.   
 
 
 Remediation Action # 4  Removal of surface flow from the Seymour Mtn. hiking  
                                           trail. 
 
Cross ditching is required on the lower 900m of the road. It is recommended that 
an engineer familiar in road design be contracted to prepare a deactivation plan 
for this section of the road with remediation works to be done during the 
spring/summer 2008.   
 
                             Cost:  Total estimated - $5,000.00    
 
 
VIII.a) iii  Stabilization of stream banks, Tributary 4, Between Open Bay Main  
               and Granite Bay Rd. 
 
Beginning 750m upstream of the crossing of tributary 4 and Open Bay Main 
(339023.85E; 5560529.11N), and continuing upstream for another 180m, the 
stream bed, banks and riparian zone on the south side of the stream have been 
heavily impacted by windthrow.  
 
Cutblock 12N7, harvested summer 2004, is located at the sidewall break edge,  
south side. The block extends along much of the break edge for a distance of 
175m. The sidewall slopes, which average 50-70% to the stream, and average 
20-30m in distance downhill, constitute  the Riparian Management Zone. Wind 
throw management has been applied in a belt 5-10m wide along the entire break 
edge (topping and trimming). Less than 5% of these managed trees have been 
lost to wind throw. Of the non-managed trees, the loss exceeds 15-20%.  Over 
75 trees have been wind thrown to and over the break edge. Of these, more than 
50% of these have fallen on the slopes, tearing open the loose till soil substrate.  
Down slope of the break edge to, and spanning across tributary 4, are over 30 
additional trees. The rootballs of these trees have torn open the steep slopes at 
least 8 sites and on several sites (6), at stream edge, have torn away the bank 
structure exposing the area’s loose aggregates of gravely till. Site inspections in 
late November of this year confirmed that approximately 15-20% of the fallen 
tress were the casualties of the winds of October and November 2007 ( See 
Photos V. d) Tributary 4). 
 
The major precipitation event of November 2006 (224mm over 11 days) was 
accompanied by high winds, which likely brought down many trees at this site, 
some of which may have been streamside. The alluvial fan at the confluence of 
tributary 4 and Open Bay Creek was discovered just a few weeks later. It is 
therefore highly suspect that sand and gravel from this area was the major 
contributor to the sediment deposit at the confluence. 
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Removing the trees that span the stream is extremely difficult without causing 
additional stream and slope disturbance. Most trees will further scour the slopes 
if removal is attempted. It is therefore recommended that the fallen trees remain 
in place and the following 3 remedial actions be pursued: prune remaining 
standing trees, stabilize shoreline/isolate sediment flows where possible and 
downstream sediment control.  
 
 
Remediation Action # 5  Further tree pruning north upper block, Cutblock 12N7. 
 
 As discussed with Rick Monchak, Operations Forester TimberWest, on Nov. 30, 
2007 additional hemlock, and where required fir, will be topped or thinned down 
the slope to stream edge. This will include all trees that can be scaled or smaller 
trees adjacent to trees being pruned. Due to its inherent root structure, hemlock 
has been the dominant specie to succumb to wind throw on the steep slopes and 
is therefore most prone to windfall. 
 
TimberWest will undertake to contract, manage and fund the above works with 
the work to be done as soon as possible.  
 
                               Costs & Manpower – to be borne directly by TimberWest 
 
 
Remediation Action # 6 Stream bank stabilization, Tributary 4.  
 
Between the area 830m above the bridge crossing at Open Bay Main and further 
upstream to 960m there are 4 sites (830, 870,920, 930m) where wind thrown 
rootballs have dislodged at, or within 2-3m of the stream channel and are actively 
sloughing sediment into the stream.  Between 890 and 915m the stream has 
been deflected by instream LWD into a steeply (70%+) sloped and sloughing 
lacustrine clay till bank with additional overburden sloughing. 
 
 All sites require stabilization. It is recommended that at each site any log 
obstructions be first removed and placed in the north riparian area (a bench area) 
then the sediment sloughing areas be contained behind 2 vertically placed layers 
of bio-log, a coconut fibre filled jute sock (each 0.33m in diam., 7m long)  and 
secured using 1m wood stakes, 5/8 rebar and rock, as required. The exposed 
soils behind the newly constructed barriers are then to be seeded.  
 
Also, at 920m, there is an actively developing debris jam (source - broken limbs 
instream from windfall) that is storing sediment upstream of the jam. This jam is 
to be removed and can be done so by hand and shovel. 
 
Manpower, Equipment 
         & Costs                1. On-site Professional ($50.00/hr) 48 hrs - $2,400 &  
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                                      2. workers ($24.00/hr) 40 hrs - $3,200  
                                      3. Erosion control materials – 12in. diam. rolled fibre        
                                          tubing, staking & seed $1,285. Chain saw, shovels,  
                                           etc. – supplied.     
 
 
 
VIII.a) iv  Downstream Flow and Sediment Control, Tributary 4 
 
    
 
Remediation Action # 7  Downstream flow & sediment control, Tributary 4. 
                     
The works proposed in Remediation Actions # 5 & 6, to control  further sediment 
delivery through tributary 4, will at best only partially remedy the influx of new 
sediment and will not mitigate for the fines that are already in the system. As well 
the Segment A area of tributary 4, downstream of remediation sites 5 & 6, 
contains numerous additional sites where banks are being severely undercut, 
contributing a significant amount of additional sediment to the stream. The goal 
of Remediation Action # 7 then is two fold: reduce the stream flow energy in 
order to minimize further downstream erosion; and encourage sediment 
deposition of upstream transported materials prior to them entering Open Bay 
Creek.  
 
Therefore, the construction of a sediment settling pond is recommended for 
tributary 4, 65m downstream of the Open Bay Main bridge crossing (Figure 2). 
There is a natural partial basin located streamside (south bank) with excellent 
topographic and substrate potential for development (Site Photo Remedial Action 
# 7). There are only 2 mature trees requiring removal, one of which can be 
utilized for log revetments at the site.  The pond, once constructed, would be 
inspected annually in order to assess the need for the removal of accumulated 
sediment.  
 
The stream, both above and below the proposed work site, has a 3% grade with 
bank full heights averaging 0.5m. The riparian area on the north bank rises to a 
rock outcrop, 10m away. Beyond the south bank the riparian hummocks 
approximately 0.3m in height before falling into a basin-like area, 0.75m in depth.  
 
The southern perimeter of the work site, is located 2.5m below, and 12m distant 
from Open Bay Main. The site would be first dug to a target depth of 1.5m on the 
west end, levelling to approximately 0.5m on the east, relative to the current 
stream bed level (this being “0.0”). Finished depth will be contingent upon any 
impermeable layers below the overlying gravel/sand till substrate. The irregularly 
shaped site will be, at a maximum, 21.5m in length and 11.3m in width. Removed 
overburden can be distributed in the areas south, west and east of the site, then 
sloped and stabilized with grass/forb seed and conifer plantings. A rock groin is 
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to be built at the intake in order to deflect the flow from the present stream 
alignment (north side) fully  into the pool area (angular rock to be min. 0.33m with 
0.5m key rocks). Pond banks are to finished to 1:1 slope. Tree revetments 
(0.33m+, available on site) are to be placed along the newly constructed outer 
southern bank. The newly constructed bank at the outlet  is to be armoured with 
angular rock (0.33m) with the finished top elevation being 0.33m above natural 
grade. Finally a rock weir (angular rock, min. 0.33m) is to be placed across the 
outlet. The weir will extend onto the north bank for a distance of 1.5m, and 0.33m 
high. Outfall height is to be 0.33m above the bed elevation with a rock bed lining 
below the outfall for a distance of 2m, in order to prevent bed scour. 
 
Stream flow by mid-summer is normally nil, other than subsurface flow in the 
stream bed, thus minimizing instream silting potential however precautionary silt 
fences will be placed downstream of the work site.  
 
Figure 2. Remedial Action # 7 
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Site Photo, Remedial Action # 7 
 

 
 
 
 Manpower, Equipment 
         & Costs                 1. Excavation – use of a smaller excavator is         
                                          recommended in order to minimize environmental  
                                          disturbance. Machine (307C Cat) time estimate –  
                                          ($85.00/hr) 40hrs - $3,400.00.    
                                       2. Rock – from local TimberWest pits?? Machine  
                                           time to gather & truck to site ($85.00/hr) 8hrs - 
                                           $680.00. 
                                       3. Project management & on-site professional  
                                           supervision ($50.00/hr) 44hrs - $2,200.00. 
                                          1 field worker ($24.00/hr) 16 hrs  - $384.00. 
                                       4. Field tools – supplied. Cable, duck-bill anchors 
                                           $75.00 
   
                                        Total cost - $6,739.00 
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VIII.a) v  Roadside Ditch Drainage from Granite Bay Road, Tributaries 1 - 4.  
 
This issue is common to all four tributaries and is therefore being discussed as a 
single item under this one section. The following has been drawn from the initial 
Open Bay Creek Watershed Assessment, January 2007 (pg 11), 
 
“The Granite Bay Road, located along the northwestern crest of the watershed is 
sited across the lower slopes of the ridge rising to Seymour Mountain. The first 
1.5 km of the road, that portion where four tributaries to Open Bay Creek cross 
under the road, was field inspected. Ditches were found to drain directly into all of 
the tributaries draining roadsides 120 m, 125 m, 150 m, and 275 m in length 
respectively. Additionally, water from the western most ditch was observed on 
January 02, 2007 to be breaching the ditch and flowing both into the tributary and 
across Granite Bay Road, this after flowing down a 3 - 4 % grade. In all cases the 
ditch beds showed signs of sand (sediment) accumulation as did the confluence 
areas where the ditches flowed into the tributaries.” 
 
The ditches are contributors of both augmented flow and sediment to all four 
tributaries ( eg. Photo below).  
 
 Drainage Ditch Issues Granite Bay Rd. & Tributary 3 
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Remediation Action # 8  Discussions should be initiated immediately with the 
Ministry of Highways and Emcon Services Ltd., the road maintenance contractor 
on Quadra Island, in order to develop a work plan to deal with the excessive 
flows and sediment loads, eg. grading, push outs and culverts  
 
                   Total Cost -   Professional consultation ($50.00/hr) 8hrs - $400.00 
 
 
 VIII.a) vi  Stabilization of Stream Banks, Tributary 3. 
 
There are two sites on tributary 3, between Open Bay Main and the Granite Bay 
Rd. that require remediation. Similar in nature but different in magnitude, each 
site occurs at a deflection corner in the stream where the high winter flows are 
under cutting the stream bank resulting in the sloughing of sediment. The banks 
at each site are steep, >70%, and over 4m in height. The surface soil layers are 
0.5m deep gravel and sand tills covered by loam and standing timber. The 
subsurface layer is a compacted gravel sand/clay stratified fluvial deposit. Once 
the upper till layer is saturated the tendency is for it to slide downhill over top of 
the denser substrate. 
 
 
Remediation Action # 9  Bank stabilization, Tributary 3,  Site 1 
 
Located 180m above the tributary 3, Open Bay Main crossing (339028.757E, 
5560486.273N) site 1 extends along the south stream bank for 18m. The steep 
side wall forms the actual stream bank at this site. Sloughing debris enters 
directly into the stream (Photo - V c). Tributary 3). The site is located immediately 
below the northwest corner of the southern portion of cutblock 12-7N. and is 
accessible by skidder and winch cable. 
 
The recommendation is to clear debris from the foot of the slope, then cut and 
winch a section of a 1m diam. instream old growth fir log (parallels the site, 2m in 
front of it) against the base of the bank to act as a revetment. The up stream end 
of the log will be placed such that it is upstream of the point where the stream 
makes contact with the bank. Large boulders on site will be placed and cable 
anchors (duckbill & 5/8 galv. cable) installed in order to key the log into place. 
Behind the keyed log two layers of bio-log (as per Recommendation # 5) will be 
staked (wood stake/rebar) into place in order to trap further sloughing debris from 
entering the stream. 
 
  Manpower, Equipment 
         & Costs                1. On-site Professional ($50.00/hr) 16hrs - $800.00;  
                                         1 worker ($24.00/hr) 16hrs - $384.00 
                                      2. Anchoring materials, cable, duckbill anchors, bio-log   
                                          and seed - $520.00. Chain saw, shovels, etc –  
                                          supplied. 
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                                       3. Skidder with winch ($70.00/hr) 8hr - $560.00 
 
                                       Total Cost - $2,264.00 
                                                                            
 
 Remediation Action # 10  Bank stabilization, Tributary 3, Site 2 
 
The second site, located 248m upstream of the tributary 3, Open Bay Main 
crossing, is similar in nature to Site 1 in that there is a large 1.25m diam. fir log, 
suspended, parallel to the shoreline and approx. 2m away from the foot of the 
bank. Adjacent to the site are wind-fallen fir and hemlock 0.5m in diam. The 
erosion area is smaller with approx. 8-10m of sloughing stream edge bank. 
 
The recommendation is to saw and drop the large log, leaving it as it lays. The 
mass of this wood should allow it to maintain its position.  The log will act as the 
primary buffer to the stream flow which will flow perpendicularly, and directly at, 
the log.  Behind the large wood, two smaller pieces of wood (0.5m diam.) will be 
winched against the shoreline to act as revetments utilizing a chain saw winch. 
The pieces will then cabled and anchored as per Site 1 utilizing duckbill anchors 
and 5/8 galv. cable.  
 
 
  Manpower, Equipment 
         & Costs                1. On-site Professional ($50.00/hr) 10hrs - $500.00;  
                                         1 worker ($24.00/hr) 10hrs - $240.00 
                                      2. Anchoring materials, and galv. cable, duckbill anchors,  
                                           seed - $145.00. Chain saw, shovels, etc – supplied.                                
 
                                      Total Cost - $885.00 
 
 
VIII.a) vii  Downstream Flow and Sediment Control, Tributary 3.  
 
Tributary 3 flows into Tributary 4, 140m above Open Bay Creek. Downstream of 
Open Bay Main, tributary 3 over tops its low-profiled banks during peak flow 
conditions, and deposits many yards of sediment into the forest. The objective of 
Remedial Action # 11 is to enhance the function of  the most upstream of these 
natural push outs in order to send approximately 50% of the peak flow out into 
the forest, well up gradient from where the dissipated flow will re-enter the 
stream. In doing so, additional sediment will be filtered out onto the forest floor 
and the reduced in energy. The already naturally occurring process will be 
mimicked, only enhanced, in order to send a greater proportion of the peak flows 
into a modified push out. 
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Remediation Action # 11  Downstream flow & sediment control, Tributary 3. 
 
The recommended site is located 85m downstream of the tributary 3 crossing of 
Open Bay Main and 65m off the road itself, and affords easy access for 
equipment (Figure 3). The bed slope upstream, at and downstream of the push 
out site is 5%. Banks are weakly defined, averaging 0.33m in height. Substrate is 
gravel/sand till. At normal winter flow, the tributary water level lies 0.25m below 
the push out entrance elevation. The first 13m of the push out is level coarse 
gravel/sand with slightly defined banks, 3.5m in width and running perpendicular 
to the area’s general 5% grade. After the 13m mark the channel diminishes. 
Previous storm event flows have  gradually changed course to the north, 
dissipating into sheet water and subsurface flow, passing  over and through the 
forest floor for approximately 75m before re-entering tributary 3. Grade through 
the area varies from 3 to 5%. 
 
It is recommended that a smaller excavator such as that recommended in the 
previous discussion, a 307C Cat be utilized to excavate the first 13m of the push 
out, finished intake elevation to be 10cm above the normal winter water flow level 
of the tributary, that is, a total of 25cm above the bed of the tributary 3 channel, 
with a 3% grade over the remaining excavation.  In order to more effectively 
direct peak flows into the push out a log deflector is to be keyed into the west 
bank (45 degree angle to the downstream flow) of the tributary stream, utilizing 
the same machine, such that the downstream end of the 0.4m diam. log lies 
parallel to the push out entrance (Figure 3). The but of the log shall extend no 
greater than 50% into the tributary channel. Available windfall timber, available 
near the site, is to be utilized. A second portion of the log is to be placed and 
cabled into place along the first 5-6m of the push out’s north bank, acting act as 
revetment to control bank scour. 
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Figure 3. Remedial Action # 11. 
 

 
 
Manpower, Equipment 
         & Costs                 1. Excavation – use of a smaller excavator is         
                                          recommended in order to minimize environmental  
                                          disturbance. Machine (307C Cat) time estimate –  
                                          ($85.00/hr) 8 hrs - $680.00.    
                                       2. Project management & on-site professional  
                                           supervision ($50.00/hr) 12hrs - $600.00. 

1 field worker ($24.00/hr) 8 hrs - $192.00. 
                                        3. Field tools - supplied. Cable, duck bill anchors $55.00                            
   
                                        Total cost - $1,527.00 
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VIII.b) Summary Costs for All Proposed Remediation Works 
 
                Labour: $14,972.00 
 
                Equipment & Materials: $11,422.00 
 
                Total Cost: $26,394.00 
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APPENDIX 1 Tributary 1
Site Slope % Bw Bh Bed Erosion

mainstem
conflence
to OBMain

0 2 2.5 0.66 bble, coarse gravel, 20% fi light/moderate start @ bridge, downstream
0-28 log jam/ step pool
0-60 5 3 1 same same
0-115 3 3 1.25 same moderate
0-130 fines accumulation same small log jam step pool
0-157 mainstem confluence

start of spawning area @ 0-134 - length 23m/ width 1.5m,  bankfull h - 0.5 slope 2%

bed material - dom. coarse gravel (2.5-7.5cm), 10% small cobble, 10% fine gravel, <5% fines

forest - 70-80 year hemlock, fir

access road distance 190m
Granite
Bay Rd

downstrea
0-50 13 undefined same ulder cobble gravel 10% fin light cutblock east side 50m buffer
0-100 12 undefined same coarse gravel, 20% fines light natural erosion site(clay) west side

clay lenses
banks each side 18m high,
    45% slopes, minor windfall

0-150 11 small cobble, coarse gravel, light
0-200 12 small rock, gravel, <10% fin light unconsolidated clay where roots

  torn out (2 trees)
0-250 13 2 1 small rock cobb grav 15%moderate - undercuts clay lens exposed step/cascade

 - bank slopes 40%
0-260 20 *** severe bank erosion bank slough, undercut clay/till exposed, 6-8m long, 

  3-4m high
0-300 21 same same same, 10% fines moderate - undercuts east side marked for falling boundary

banks 12m high, 35m widbank slopes 60-65%   @ breakedge - continues to 450m
0-350 23 same same ank erosion both sides claundercuts, 15% fines LWD in/acrossstream, many steps due to LW
0-400 14 2 0.8 same 15% fines light/moderate bank slopes 70%
0-450 16 not defined less large boulder pit begins on east - 30m buffer, little windfall

flagging crosses over adjacent rav
     to the NE

0-550 15 same same - 15% fines light/moderate banks width 28-30m

0-625 10 small rock cobble 10% fine steps in the boulder bank gone east side, west bank sl 40%
soil colluvial

0-675 8 same light/moderate pit buffer reduced to breakedge, large amoun
 of windfall, young trees, bank slope 35%, 5

0-750 6 OBMain same

Granite Bay
Rd.

upstream

0+50 10 1.75 0.5 rock c gravel 10% fines moderate step, flow intermittant
0+86 18 slopes >20 changes to bedrock/ brok ro/A occasional round gradeposits
0+300 10 slopes step bedrock broken rock N/A no deposition

Oct 02 - checked the 3 painted sites (rain Sept 29/30 - 97mm, 3 3/4in)
           Site 1 upstream - little gravel movement
           Site 2 mid stream site - some movement gravel ~3cm and smaller moved
           Site 3 spawning site - almost all gravel moved off site and moved as far as the
                                           mainstem. 1 piece 8-9cm in size near mainstem. All sizes
                                           9cm and smaller scattered randomly down the site to the
                                           confluence.
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APPENDIX 1 Tributary 2
Site Slope % Bw Bh Bed Erosion

OBM
Bridge 7 2.5 0.8 cobble, gravel, 30% fines moderate
0+90 moderate step pools, large aamnts of fines
0+138 13-Jan severe extensive sediment deposits
0+305 20+ cutblock west side, trees harves

 over edge, limites windfall
0+425 32  outcrop, boulder, cobble light cascade
0+450 25 rock outcrop same
0+491 8 boulder, coarse grav,20% fines same

OBM 
Bridge

0 6% 1.7 0.66 rock/cobble/crs grav, 10% fines severe - banks undercut no silt migration from OB Main
0-50 5 2.9 0.5 same with less rock, 15% fines moderate/severe bank undercutting, stream meand
0-100 3 2 0.5 coarse grav, cobble, 20% fines moderate
0-150 5 2 0.5 shallow gravel overlaying silt bed moderate/severe considerable meandering
0-195 2 fine gravel/sand deposits foodplain stream braids- area of deposition
0-250 1 1.5 0.5 native silt, 10% fine gravel moderate old ROW running E/W
0-285 1 2 1.75 silt, fines severe - banks undercut mainstem, gravel bar immediately

   downstream of confluence
Granite Rd
upstream

0+100 18 and greaterconsistantly outcrop boulder brok rock N/A  fines at some sites, but just pock
considerable logs in/across strea

0+300+ same same steps created by sill logs some g
    

1
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APPENDIX 1 Tributary 3

Site Slope % Bw Bh Bed Erosion
0    begins at the 140m mark of Trib 4, where it empties into Trib 4

0+5 5 1.6 1.4 cobble/gravel clay banks light/moderate
0+50 7 2.42 0.7 coarse gravel/boulder moderate/severe
0+100 5 2.09 0.5 coarse gravel/boulder banks silt/grav moderate/severe
0+132 bottom side bridge
0+150 5 1.52 0.6 coarse gravel/boulder, bank silt/grav moderate/severe
0+200 7 2.2 0.6 cobble/boulder, same bank moderate/sevecutblocks, both sides
0+250 8 3.75 0.66 bouldre/cobble, step pools severe     30m setbacks instream wind
0+300 11 3.5 1 boulder/cobble step pool be end of cutblocks
0+317 major bank sloughing 317-335m bankwidths/depths remain quite c
0+350 13 exposed bed rock/boulder  with increased slope angles - Bw
0+385 same bed rock but banks are clay like new bank slougsame bed material as downstream
0+400 20 bedrock
0+470 large windfall off cutblock west side bank open due to windfall
0+500 23 light   step pools throughout
0+540 12 king upstream bedrock/boulder edge of breasoil profile - organic
0+600 13 same - cascade flow light
0+650 9 same but fines accumulating in pools
0+700 8
0+719 Granite Bay Rd culvert perched by 3m
0+750 8 fines in bed - more boulder less bedr moderate er, more mineral
0+ 793 stream bifercates with subterranean
0+800 8 boulder with LWD, gravel moderate expansive flooding with sediment
0+830 topography changes to large steps accumulations

and benches with considerable LWD 
in and adjacent to the stream severe oils are unconsolidated till with fine

very errodible

extensive thinning of trees 
to stream edge

Granite Bay Rd/Trib 3 - N 50 12 716
                                  E 125 13 942
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APPENDIX 1 Tributary 4
Site Slope % Bw Bh Bed Erosion

0 1.5
0+20 creek mouth entrance corase gravel 40/ cobble40/ fines 20
0+50 2 2.8 0.75 small cobble moderate
0+100 3.5 3.1 1.3 small cobble 40/coarse gr 60 moderate
0+140 Trib 3 confluence
0+150 7 1.2 0.21 cobble/clay low/aggraded
0+200 4.5 2.8 1.4 med cobble 90/ fine gravel 10 moderate
0+252 3.5 1.6 1.5 cobble/clay severe
0+300 4 1.9 1.6 cobble 90/fines 10 severe
0+350 5 3.4 1.9 cobble 90/fines 10 severe
0+400 2 1.9 0.4 cobble 70/ fines 30 minimal bridge - 50 10 518
0+450 3.5 1.7 0.7 cobble 90/fines 10 minimal            125 15 262
0+474 4 2 0.5 large cobble/rock minimal downstream side of Open Bay 
0+500 3 2.5 0.9 cobble/gravel 20% fines moderate Main bridge
0+550 8 2.25 0.5 cobble/gravel, 50% fines spots of severe erosion stream meanders, step pools-LWD
0+600 5 1.75 0.5     same moderate cutblock 60m to East, forest 40yrs
0+650 10 1.5 0.66 same, but more boulder moderate less meandering, banks undercut
0+700 14 2.5 1 boulder/fines, some gravel moderate cutblock east side cleared to breakedge(40m),
0+750 10 2.5 1     same moderate cutblock to west 80m+
0+800 15 severe windfall from east side, east slope 50%+, 35m high

too difficult to clay banks exposed where roots torn out,  stream buried under windfall
0+850 15 measure as too boulder/coarsse gravel, fines 50% continued bank erosion, clay sample taken
0+895 littered with 
0+900 20 windfall large boulder/cobble, less fines still considerable windfall     slope west side 60%
0+950 14 boulder/cobble, 50% fines cutblocks both end bank slopes still >45%

0+1000 17 2.5 1 boulder/cobble/ gravel/ 10% fines mod/severe cutblock west side ends cascade
0+1050 20 3 1 same. slopes both sides 50%+ cascade
0+1100 15 same. erosion site@1110m
0+1140 Granite Bay Rd N 50 10 520,  E 125 15 264
0+1200 18 20% fines bed strewn with old LWD
0+1240 15 *severe erosion site, east bank 3high/8m long, plus undercut bed 2m silt overlaying clay hardpan. East bank slope 47%
0+1258 5 small trib enters from west. Minor fines transport upstream on trib is a bench area
0+1280 2.5 0.5 cobble/gravel,  50% fines trib from east no erosion
0+1315 46 none old bridge crossing Mt Seymour trail
0+1360 55 rock outcrop 10% fines none
0+1410 15 <1 0.33 broken bed rock - no gravel levels to bench
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Year Date Quadra Is Quadra Is CR Airpt Year Date Quadra Is Quadra Is CR Airport

Daily Event Event Daily Event (Event Total
Precip Total Total Precip Total

2007 29-Sep 51.6 2001 19-Nov 49.9
30-Sep 63.8 115.4 N/A 20-Nov 14.4 64.3 80.6

3-Oct 31.2 30-Nov 59.4
4-Oct 0.6 1-Dec 27.8 87.2 40.8
5-Oct 8
6-Oct 59.4 99.2 N/A 2000 NIL

1999 8-Jan 31.8
2006 12-Nov 50 Jan 9-10 61.6 93.4 53.4

13-Nov 7.6
14-Nov 33 12-Oct 53.9 53.9 32.6
15-Nov 27.6 118.2 N/A

27-Oct 48 48 80
20-Nov 37
21-Nov 15.3 1-Dec 49.6 49.6 30.8
22-Nov 53.6 105.9 N/A

1998 NIL
2005 21-Dec 25.6

22-Dec 24.8 1997 NIL
23-Dec 43 93.4 N/A

1996 7-Nov 50.2 50.2 45.2
2004 3-Feb 43.8 43.8 N/A

17-Mar 94.8
5-Nov 27 18-Mar 19.2 114 77
6-Nov 47 74 60.6

1995 6-Nov 14.5
14-Nov 57 7-Nov 59 63.5 76.9
16-Nov 24 71 67

16-Nov 30.4
2003 16-Jan 29.4 17-Nov 70.6 101 81

17-Jan 52.2
18-Jan 16.8 1994 NIL

19-Jan 27.1 125.5 63.8 1993 26-Jan 55.4
27-Jan 23.4 78.8 57.6

Oct 15-18 102.4
19-Oct 25 127.4 126.2 1992 29-Jan 55.6

Jan 30-31 48 103.6 142
15-Dec 44.6
16-Dec 41 85.6 100.4 1991 Nov 15-16 62.8 62.8 74.6

2002 Feb 4-6 70 70 33.4 18-Nov 36.3
19-Nov 30 66.3 71.9

7-Nov 33.6
8-Nov 61
9-Nov 1.8

10-Nov 29.6 Avg. all Events 86.14 72.89
11-Nov 30 156 115.6 Std. Dev. all Events 28.24 29.61

Number Sampled (n) 22 22
12-Mar 42
13-Mar 31.2
14-Mar 16.6 89.8 92.2
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Alluvial Fan X-Sections, OBC Mainstem & Grike Creek 

 

Alluvial Fan X-Section, North to South, Parallel to OBC, 5m 
Increments. "0" Elevation - OBC Stream Bed
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Alluvial Fan X-Section, West to East (tributary to OBC), 5m 
Increments. "0" Elevation - OBC Stream Bed
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